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I am sure that we all relay for our own personal reasons, but it all comes down to the same thing….                                 

WE NEED TO FIND A CURE!!!!!!  I believe that with everybody working together as a united group,                           

we will be able to defeat this disease. 

When I first heard that we needed to write why we are doing this, I thought “What am I going to say?”  but then            

I realized this was my chance to spotlight how Redner’s Corporate Team is fighting to help find a cure.  

On Friday, May 21, 2010 we held a Hoss’s fundraiser which we received 20% of the proceeds for every ticket that was 

presented that day.  We held two dress down days in our office where each employee could pay $5.00 to wear jeans 

to work that day.  We also held a dinner at our golf league where participants could pay $15.00 for dinner after golf 

with myself being the celebrity bar tender and the proceeds going to the relay.  We also held a lunch in the office and 

distribution center where employees would pay $5.00 for two hot dogs, chips, and a drink. We will be participating in 

the carnival by doing a ring toss game, and selling water at our tent.  Since we are new to the relay this year, we   

started off slow, but I am confident that we will be larger and stronger next year. 

When I asked my fellow walkers why they were walking, I was told a lot of wonderful stories about their personal       

experiences with cancer and they listened to my reasons also.  We are all walking in memory of family members, 

friends, colleagues, or just to help the cause.  I wish I could have shared all of the stories that were shared with me, 

but we can only have so many words, or else the program would be thousands of pages long.   

If we could have $1.00 for every word that is printed in this program, we would have raised a lot of money for the fight 

to find a cure and to help all of the victims of Cancer. 

One day a cure will be found and Redner’s Corporate Team members can say….                                                                     

“We helped in the fight to find the cure!” 

Hopefully everyone will be inspired by reading this program to continue to walk and get someone to walk with you.         

If every person gets just one person to walk with them that has never walked in the relay before, think of all the people 

that would be raising funds to help.  

Remember, with our help the Cure will be found and everyone will Celebrate another Birthday!!!!! 


